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Mechanical
masterpiece

Many factors came together in the revival of the Garrard 301 – passion,
sufficient original raw materials and a bit of luck. But all this wouldn't have been
enough without some detective work.
While hi-fi fans naturally associate the name Garrard with the legendary turntables, fans of the British royal family
associate it with the crown jewels – and jewellery enthusiasts in general think of the numerous treasures produced under
the name House Of Garrard. These are the finest parts, made from the most precious raw materials.
But that's not all. During the two world wars, Garrard also built precision instruments (such as rangefinders) and
weapon parts for the military. Did you know that the rod on the 301 plate is originally a component of a hand grenade?
Or that there were also clocks under the name Garrard Clock?
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Hobbies: Restorer and detective

Restoring Garrard clocks is one of the favourite pastimes of Stuart McNeilis, Chief Executive Officer at SME
Limited. Like Spendor, Loricraft and even Garrard, SME belongs to Cadence Audio. When McNeilis saw the stock
acquired from Garrard, it was clear to him that it had to be used. The idea of producing a new 301 with original
components was born. But staying as close as possible to the original in all details brought a few hurdles along with it.
It's the (rubber) mixture that does it

Many suppliers on auction platforms promise that their rubber mats will enhance the sound of a Garrard 301 or 401.
But this is where some scepticism is called for. The plate, which is extremely prone to ringing, is not easy to quieten. As
we could see for our ourselves, it requires a mat made of a particular rubber mixture, namely the original rubber mixture,
to dampen the plate. Cadence Audio knew that too.
So McNeilis did some detective work to find the manufacturer who had produced the original mat in the 1950s and
60s. And lo and behold, numerous telephone calls and documents later he found and visited the small company, which
had existed since 1865.
After he had made his request to produce the rubber mat, the boss went with him to the cellar, where pressing moulds
were stored. And there it lay, the original mould with the original formulation. A stroke of luck!

Top: The chassis must be extremely torsionally stiff to provide a solid base for the powerful friction wheel drive.
Bottom: The drive motor of the Garrard 301 from below. It's good to see the spring-loaded suspension, which is intended to prevent
vibrations from affecting the playback quality. At the rear, somewhat covered and protruding above the motor, the bearing sleeve can be
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seen.

Stroke of luck number 2

In addition to the plate mat, the ivory-coloured painted cast chassis is another visual feature of the 301. It should look
exactly like the original. However, modern paints provide a much smoother finish, for a less visible structure. After many
formulations and trials, the paint specialists at SME succeeded in developing a modern, high-quality acrylic paint that
offers exactly the optical result that was necessary to give the new 301 a 1950s finish. Now the time has come to turn
back a page to take a closer look at the lead photo. The structure is clearly visible here.

The plate before painting. The solid casting is
balanced, which can be seen from the two
holes.
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The tempo markings on the side of the plate are
milled down to a hair's breadth after painting.
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New and old

As already mentioned, the 301 consists to a large extent of original parts that were found in the Garrard warehouse.
Parts that were already painted, but where the paint is no longer perfect were sanded down and painstakingly and
meticulously repainted, such as the plate and connection panel.
The small black plaques on the cast chassis were reproduced exactly, but of course it was important to make sure that
the font was correct. By the way, the Garrard drives were delivered with an instruction manual bound in linen. This was
also reproduced for the new edition. You might have already guessed that finding a paper producer who could produce
the classic paper exactly was not easy. But the search was worth it – if you hold an original next to an up-to-date manual,
you won't believe your eyes, especially if you touch the paper.
The frames are also new. Since Spendor is a loudspeaker brand belonging to Cadence Audio that manufactures its
own housing, it was (at last!) relatively easy to develop a product that meets McNeilis' requirements. It is in the nature of
things (or technology) that the 2020 incarnation of the 301 is also quite expansive. Originally the 301 was a pure drive
when it was launched on the market in 1954, just like its predecessor 201. Broadcasters installed the device into special
drive tables. A tonearm wasn't part of the package, as is known from other studio drives, like the SP-10 from Technics.
There are a considerable number of frames for installing these drives, and also sound tuning options.

The high-quality, generously dimensioned terminal once ready for installation and once in
the raw version with production notes. The original dimensions were also maintained here.

As before: an instruction manual
bound in linen.

Investment value

I'm not insensitive when it comes to the price of hi-fi components. Many times I had to gulp, including with the
Garrard 301. However, after the detailed examination and the "workshop reports" by Stuart McNeilis, a very nice man by
the way, my feelings about the price were clearly put into perspective. Yes, 28,000 euros is an enormous amount of
money. The attention to detail that can be found here, the astonishing number of original parts as well as their complex
and meticulous processing, and last but not least the expected value stability for a very limited, two-digit number of
pieces (only one is built per month), make this turntable extremely interesting. When you then hear how great it sounds,
how effortlessly it reproduces dynamic shades and spaces, then you inevitably ask yourself whether you should sell your
car for cash straight away...
Alexander Rose-Fehling ■
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The Garrard font on the rubber mat is typical of the 301. Other models, such as the 401, do not have it. The look of the mat is certainly
a matter of taste. It does its job of preventing ringing on the plate like no other.

HIFI-SOUND. WIRELESS. SMART.
The new Smart Amp 5.1:
Connect your loudspeakers to the smart
Multiroom amplifier via cable or wireless.

WWW.CANTON.DE
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